
Project title :
Collaborative science network for rivers in augmented reality

Short name of the project :
WeTest

Client : (prof) Pr. Michael Serpe (University of Alberta) (serpe@ualberta.ca)
Main contact : Olivier Saint-Jean Rondeau, MSc Geomatics (UdeS) (olivier.saint.jean@gmail.com)
Summary :
Development of a smartphone-connected device measuring colorimetric sensors, adaptation of the back-end for a decentralized cloud 
database, and development of the front-end of a mobile platform guiding users in the gathering and interpretation of measurements of water 
quality gathered on geographic scale using smartphones. 
The sensors work with a new affordable lab-on-a-chip technology developed by Pr. Michael Serpe to detect presence and abundance of a 
variety of chemical and biochemical pollutants. An innovative approach of geographic learning games facilitating collaborative science will be 
implemented.
This integrated approach was proposed by the Youth Delegation 2017 of the AquaHacking forum for which Olivier Saint-Jean was a 
representative.
Tasks :
1. Develop a reliable and portable smartphone-connected reader starting from the lab-based prototype, and adapted for in-situ measurement 
and analysis of water quality with the lab-on-a-chip sensors. 
2. Extend the existing back-end to allow processing, analysis and data security of water quality measurements gathered by the community 
(Using BlockChain decentralized cloud computing).
 - Decentralized cloud structure is important to ensure the trust of users in the collective property of data, and the peer-review system of 
review constitutes the Proof of Stake (PoS) that is the base of a cryptocurrency Blockchain remuneration system.
3. Improving the front-end (for IOS & Android) with a modular structure designed to enable and encourage citizen involvement in the 
gathering and understanding of environmental measurements: 
 - Guiding the measurement procedure and auto-filling the online form pictures
 - AI simulation and rendering of regional map with the assessed health of rivers
 - Individual profile with statistics, points, levels, achievements
 - Team and regional management tools to provide guidelines and build missions
 - Putting forward of challenges, geo-caching exploration missions, community discussions and solutions
 - Modular learning and awareness capsules
Deliverables and required features :
The project is constituted of 2 interdependent parts. 
Feature Required Optional
Portable reader The reader allows simple testing  of  water quality 

labo-on-a-chip indicator from smartphone. 
Must be ready for field testing.

Facilitates auto-readout of water-testing kits from our partner 
projects : Akvo Caddisfly, IORodeo, Water Ranger …

Interactive mobile 
platform :
Managing and 
viewing data

1. Users are guided through the measurement 
protocol.  The measures are shared to a 
geographical database
2. Real-time viewing of data, photos and 
comments gathered by the users and their 
community
3. Incorporate the regional databases and models 
about the state of the rivers
4. Communicate to the users a diagnostic  
information using AI algorithm and inviting the user  
to action

1. The numeric platform communicates pedagogic capsules about 
water and the history of the region (delivered in a database)
2. The interface is personalized and gamified : points, levels, to 
create value out of the actions
3. Team dynamics: The higher level users will be able to launch 
quests, challenges of exploration, validating other user’s data.
Adapted to summer camps, scout clubs, etc.
4. Augmented Reality, visual interface, improved gameplay
5. Intelligent chatbot personifies the water body spirit
6. Several kinds of missions : Cleaning the trash, planting shore-
stabilizing trees, recognize invasive species, organizing celebrations, 
improving accessibility

Encadrement du projet par le client :
Mr. Saint-Jean Rondeau will be in charge of the team supervision. Team leader, he will be in direct contact with the students 
as much as needed and will coordinate the process. Mr. Durieux will maintain a weekly video-meeting and will come twice to 
visit during the project. Michel Rivière, chercheur à INO (Québec), can be an assistance in hardware fabrication. 
The success of this project is essential for the marketting of the low-cost water pollution detector, which will be sold in 
industrial applications but also in international development projects for water access in India & Brazil.
Ressources required for the project : 
- Basic Electronic prototyping tools
- 3D printing
- Optical fibers, DEL, photo-detector for optical readout.

- Detector samples (delivered by the client)
- Android/iOS smartphones

Physical or Informatic security specifications :
NO, the information privacy details will be negotiated between the students and the client


